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WELCOME
MEMBERSHIP FOR BOF WHICH INCLUDES LOG IS NOW DUE
I trust you have all made lots and lots of resolutions and now have got all of our LOG events
written on your calendars. Pictures on page five show what fun can be had testing our brains
along with exercising our bodies, but to improve your knowledge of orienteering what better way
than to volunteer to plan an event.
The five reports from various events show how much we have to offer to the O world so DO come
along and support your Club.
Please can you let me know what you would like to read about in your LOG newsletter.
Many many thanks for all the contributions I have had for this one,
Happy New Year for 2015 – how the years fly by

Editor Anne Gibbs

newsletter@logonline.org.uk
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

As we pootle along with our current winter series, coming to a close at the end of
January, the season begins to gear itself up, and some major events are on the
horizon. The JK festival in the Lakes at Easter already promises to be a cracker and
there’s been a good level of interest from the membership on this one, as we look to
make this the first club outing of 2015. Either side of this weekend, we have two other
major events, where we engage in inter-club competitions in the form of the YBT and
the CST qualifiers.
The CST qualifier is set to be on Sunday 15th March at Sherwood Pines and it would be
great to see everyone turning out for this. We’ve had remarkable success in recent
times, making four out of the last five finals, but this year’s qualifier could be very
challenging. It is likely that we’ll be joined by local rivals, HALO, and, as the EAOA
clubs will have to travel to Guildford for the SE round, it’s possible that SOS, SUFFOC
and CHIG could also decide instead to join in the East Mids action! Some stiff
competition there and we need everyone to come along and support the club in its
endeavours - so, stick the date in your diaries!
The YBT round, which is looking likely to be part of the EMOA event at Cromford Moor
(DVO) on the 26th April, should allow us to showcase our developing juniors. Last year
was the first time we’d ever competed in the premier junior competition and all the
youngsters performed creditably there. We have a burgeoning junior group now,
especially with the recent additions of the Swinbournes to add to the Bellety’s and the
Barker-Pilsworth’s, and Craig Lucas, Ben & Hannah Mather, Charlotte Fox and Toby
Williams are all improving rapidly to give us a promising cohort. The Nells are also
working hard to re-engage the Spalding and Holbeach cadets and, all together, it may
be that we spring a few surprises at the qualifier! We wish them all the best…
Finally, I look forward to seeing everyone at one of the final winter events and,
hopefully, the night score cup, which starts on Thursday 5th February at South
Common.

Congratulations to Paul
on gaining his new position with BOF
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2014 events
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RACE REPORTS
WESTGATE WOODS

NOV 22 ND BY JEFF BAKER

Westgate woods is a nice little area that give the planner the chance to
combine woods, urban and open areas in all the courses. However it’s not a
hard area to orienteer on and does favour the faster runners. Being a wellmanaged site that at the moment is having improvements carried out it’s hard
to get both some nice long distance legs or make the controls less visible from meters away. On
the day only a few people turned out but in a way this was a blessing because it turned out to be
nice and relaxing with plenty of time for tea and a chat in the café. To make the attendance look
good Andy ran all three courses and thanks must go to the fisherman who removed a control that
had been placed in a ditch and brought it to the café thinking that someone had thrown it away
and then managed to put it back in the same place. This area would make a really nice place to
have a junior or even a night event with an evening stay over.

CHAMBERS WOODS

DEC 6TH 2014

BY CLARE HANNA

December saw a return to Chambers Farm Wood. A beautiful crisp winter day
encouraged a lot of LOG (and HALO) regulars, returnees to the sport and some
newcomers to come out for a run.
The woods are a varied mix of runnable woodland, felled open area, streams and
ditches (quite full on this occasion), some light green (very runnable for
pygmies), and patches of East Midlands bramble fest. In planning the Medium and Long courses,
I aimed to avoid the worst of the brambles – any complaints, you should see where you could
have been sent,! - and gave competitors incentives not to spend the morning flogging around
the paths.
Most people seem to enjoy the day, even if Anne did put her eye out and John Mather temporarily
lost his dog …or perhaps it was the other way around, prompting a search party for both of them
!
On the Long (5.6k), only Justin Williams broke the 50 minute barrier, with new member, Kevin
Swinbourne and Bella Williams not far behind. Credit to newcomers, Nick Lyons and Marcus
Lancastle, who stuck at it, completing the course in just under two hours ….and they have come
back for more since. Joanne Nell romped home on the medium (4k). Hazel Williams made it a
family double by winning the short.
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COMPASS SPORT TROPHY by GEOFF GIBBS
2014

14 TH Dec

Lincoln City’s name is synonymous with the tank.
There are two historic and decisive dates relating
to this :1915 – First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston
Churchill, commissioned Foster and Co of Lincoln
to build a tracked armoured vehicle. Little Willie,
the first tank was born here.
2014 – Ninety-nine years later, Lincoln Orienteering Group qualified to
compete for the Compass Sport Trophy over serious tank driving terrain
near Aldershot.
Outcome. Little Willie was never used in combat and was redundant almost as soon as it was
made. LOG got covered in mud but not in medals or trophies.
Itinerary – Around twenty-eight intrepid LOG members fought through the A1, M1, M25 and M3
traffic jungle to be rewarded with luxurious accommodation at Fleet Services Travelodge. This
place is really in the sticks, the only positive thing, which is questionable, is that there’s a
Harvester pub next door. In the evening we split into two groups, the well-heeled into Fleet and
the rest of us in the Harvester. Alcohol consumption was restrained as we were all thinking what
the next day was going to offer.
Sunday morning the weather was good, we were all ready early and made our way to Long Valley
a few miles away. The event had a timed start directly into the woods. Long Valley is quite flat
and most contours have been man-made or tank-made, lots of wide tracks with very deep
puddles. Most of the woodland was easily runnable but there were very few attack or relocation
points, an incentive not to get lost.
I thought the area was the best terrain I had competed in and the event organisation was
impeccable. It was a really good weekend but a little too far away and a bit better result would
have been nice. I’d like to do the course again, but next time

SUDBROOKE PARK by ANNE GIBBS

3 rd Jan 2015

First LOG 0 of 2015 and the attendance was fantastic – but then I planned it, so
speaks for itself, Sudbrooke is a mixture of terrains with urban, woods, fields and
water thrown in. One thing that comes with age is the blurring of the memory, not serious stuff
but just the blurring of what was and what is so thankfully not many remembered that I had run
them through the stream a couple of years ago, therefore many were confused when confronted
with a stream and no bridge, one NOC guy said to me later that he had wasted over a minute
looking for a bridge on his map as he couldn’t believe he had to get his feet wet. Wimps… all
seemed to enjoy getting rid of the Christmas pounds and some good times recorded. Winners as
follows - Short: Hazel Williams – Medium: John Mather Long: Philip Johnston Davies.
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BLUE RIBAND TROPHY by JUSTIN WILLIAMS 21 ST Dec 2014
The Williams’ Walesby Washup
December already (doesn’t it come round quickly), so it must be time for …
yes, it’s the LOG Handicap race again!
Toby was up for the event because he had a (chocolate orange) trophy to
defend. Unfortunately, due to an oversight by his dad, we forgot to bring
the actual trophy to the event. So only one thing for it, “you’ll just have to
go out and win it again”. Toby must have taken my words to heart, because he went and stormed
round the 3.1k orange course faster than he has ever orienteered before, beating his handicap
time by 6 min and just pulling past Ben Mather at the final control to take the title. Proud dad, but
also a bit worried, since his exertions had taken their toll and we had to administer emergency
inhaler to get his breathing back under control. Note to self: choose words more carefully next
time!
Walesby is great for a club event in winter because of the indoor facilities available. It is also great
for me because there is no intricate detail on the map. The fading vision that aging brings means
that for most areas nowadays I have to walk or even stop to read the map properly. But in
Walesby I can still navigate at running speed, making for a much more enjoyable experience.
This, together with use of the area south of the road which I have not visited before, made for an
interesting run-out in the wintry sunshine.
Thanks to all those at NOC who always put on an excellent event at Walesby, the after-run nosh is
especially appreciated! Thanks also to Sean et al for getting the handicaps pretty much spot on.
We’re looking forward to more of the same next year!

Mickey Chapman

Toby Williams

BLUE RIBAND WINNER

CHOC ORANGE WINNER
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What’s the most important thing that
could change your orienteering? Better
training or more events, neither - I hold
the secret

PLANNING
LEARN TO PLAN AN EVENT IN 2015 IT REALLY DOES HELP YOUR ORIENTEERING.

Full training will be given and all the help you need

Contact Paul Murgatroyd for details.

EMOA results for LOG in top 10 of their courses.
Hanna Mather
2 nd
Alex Belletty
6 th
Anna Belletty
4 th
Ben Mather
1 st
Toby Williams
4 th
Jeff Baker
8 th
Anne Gibbs
4 th
Dave Denness
4 th
Paul Murgatroyd 5 th
Tanya Taylor
2 nd
John Mather
8 th

White
Yellow
Yellow
Orange
Orange
Green
Green
Blue
Blue
Blue
Brown
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Competition Time

At which LOG location was this taken?
Answers to newsletter@logonline.org.uk

WELCOME TO A WHOLE FAMILY OF NEW MEMBERS
KEVIN - JOANNA - OLIVIA - JACOB SWINBOURNE

JK Trip
3rd to 6th April

Lake District

Those interested please contact Paul Murgatroyd on
Pmmurgatroyd@aol,com
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LOG

NIGHT SCORE CUP

05-Feb

SOUTH
COMMON

LOG

12-Feb

HARTSHOLME

LOG

19-Feb

LINCOLN
NORTH

LOG

26-Feb

BIRCHWOOD

LOG

5 MARCH

WEST COMMON LOG

EMOA
11-Jan

WAKERLEY WOOD

LEI

18-Jan

CRICH CHASE

DVO

22-Feb

HARLOW WOOD

NOC

1 MARCH

RATBY

LEI

COMPASS SPORT TROPHY 15 MARCH 2015
SHERWOOD PINES
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Keep up to date with LOG with
Facebook – Lincoln Orienteering Group
Twitter - @ LOGGERSLATEST
Web site –
www.logonline.org.uk
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